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·-· .I!· ''"t, •· !j .-There can be little doubt that farmers confront risks, · w 1ether 

they be farmers of advanced or less developed economies .. · And cir,~spite 
Roumasset' s arguments to the cont_r~.ry_., __ I _ h_a_YJ? ___ li_ti:.le__cloubtthat 
resotlfce a"l:loca£ion'"grv'en-this-risk is differe~t .~han it wouJ2i hav;e 
tc·en in the absence· ·of risk:--· The issue I Ive been asked to address 
1:s-th·e·policy--iinplications ·of such a state of affairs. 

I will first argue that economic.theory provides no a priori 
grounds for asserting that there are any policy implications of risk. 
To support this argument I will outline the classic welfare 
propositions and demonstrate their limitations in making such 
inferences, both in general and for particular kinds of agricultural 
markets. I will then argue that there arez however, a priori policy 
implications for the productwn and communication of information, 
a good which is closely related to, but not synonymous with risk. 

Risk and the Efficiency of Harket Institutions 
J . . 

Public policies can be.justified on·any number of gr.oµnds. One 
of these is economic efficiency, qnd it is the only one about which 
.economic theory has much to offer. Perhaps.the most widely accepted 
criterion for judging the economic efficiency of a change in market 
institutions is the Hicks-I<aldor version.of the Pareto criterion 
\•1hich states that if-gainers evaluate their gains at a higher figure 
than losers evaluate their losses, then the change increases economic 
efficiency. So the task of _!.}1~--~~0I1Q~bsJ: in eyall.!atin_g_9-_ _p_~lfl:i.,c 
policy is to assist--I:ri-Tdentif_ying __ and _measuring __ t:be _g_a.ins _ and .. las.ses 
which \•!Ould occur because of changes. in market instit,utions. which 
·that ·policy. causes;· stigler·~····and Pas.our and Bullock (among others) 
·ha.vc;·;..,a_iiied-·us -tha·t we often carelessly misuse the propositions· of 
st~ndard welfare theory in accomplishin~ this task. It is not 
sufficient to invoke 11·market failure" or "marJcet- imperfections" to 
establish the potential for a Hicks-Kaldor efficient policy change. 
To see why, we must briefly review that welfare _theory.. · 

' . 

2n the absence of risk and in the absence of transactions 
costs, it is .well established that a "perfectly" competitive market 
equilibrium will result in an optimal allocation of resources. This 
optimality of market equilibrium cannot be presumed where thi& 
perfectly-competitive norm i_s.-not :met. Departures from the norm can 
result from departures from.atomistic competition., but even 
comp'.:!titive markets can fail to achieve optimality in the case of 
public goods, or in case of externalities, or where related markets 
are not efficient {the second best proposition). But som~ recent 

*Paper pr.oparecl .for the annual meoting of tho American Agri
cultural Economics Association, San Diego~ August, 197,. I 
acknowledge valuable comments from·Loren Ihnen, E. c. Paseur and 
Grant Scobie. -~ 

**Professor .~partment of Economicl}_ and Busin~~. North 
Carolina State Uni'vc'§-ity, Raleigh, North ·carolina. · · . 
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lines of thought have shown.that the optimality of the_p~rfectly 
competitive norm is not necessarily negated by the existence of 
risk. (See .Mossin, especially Chapter 14, for a summary of the 
extensions of mean-variance asset valuation theory which have led 
to this conclusion). Thus the risk-extended standard welfare 
theory leads us to conclude that_in ·a risky world without trans
act1ons c:°osts·,: ·competitTve markets -.,.,ill be ·efficient, apart frpm· ---

• the public -goo~_s _ anc1_ -~~_t(!_rnali ties exceptions_ noted· a.)?-~ve. · B_u~ · can 
\•,•e con-elude the opposite - that· where monopolistic tendencies, · 
public goods, .or externalities exist,· the market allocation _v,ill 
be inefficient? If we stay in the \•1orld of no transactions costs, 
we might make this conclusion, ·r think, simply because· o'ptimal 
policies could be costlessly determined and implemented. ·which would 
exactly· internalize all externalities, extract appropriate _charges 
for public ~oods, and appropriately regulate monopolies. 

__ l?Y.J:....9.~c~ ~e __ ~~c~_g~ize _tllat · there are· transactions :_~o?ts __ _ 

, ' ,. 

associated.with the determination of and-implementation of policies 
. which would internalize exterrialH::ics,-- etc:# Tt-1.s· no-Tonge£~cTe-ar. ---~
··that the--markef ·al:1-qc:~tJon- wil_l .be_ ·1.nefficfent __ ev_en-_v;here monopolies _ 
·exteirialitles and public goods exist. · The burden of economic 
analysis i's -then tO .. ascertairi. -~,hether the potential gains, from 
moving to a resource_allocation consistent with the perfectly 
competitive norm,. y-1il;t ,pe ~u.ff.icient .t6 offset the new _transactions 
costs. Furthermore, ·once transactions costs are introduced, we nQ. 
longer have general models· which ·a:T.fc)\-;-Us-to-cha·r-act~r-ize ~th.·e_·_·_~-

efficicncy--or-e~v-eii~t'fie··competifTve 'e.qullibriurn" ,,ihich might_~~j_fil__ 
in such market~-- (The· two series:of papers appearing in the May, 

··-1976~---iss·ue-of the American Economic Review~- and the.November, 1976, 
issue _of. the Quarterly Journal of Economics- .offer a sample of 
theoretical work underway to·characterizc such markets.) Let me 
now turn to examine, in light of these problems, some of the alleged 
policy implications of risk. 

Price subsidi z:1t~on .~nd_ stabiliz<:1ti~n7· 1 ·_·.,_ .. : • '; . ·: _· ··. ·. _. • · 
• · . 1(/t· /} (? · · · ·••· 

.Both Anderson, ct al., .. and Roumasset suggest _that where _ris1cs 
~Jf~.S:~~ _ al_,l9-c;~t.Jy~ __ c1~~t~i_9.[l_~Jrif.;~---~ub~i_dj._e_$ __ s;hould_ir_np1:ov~ · 
allo_cat_:i.y~ __ effi_ciency_ •.. (But:neither reference- urges such. a policy.) 
There are. two supposed just_tfications for such a c'onclusio~.- Arrow_ 
and Lind show that if the--cost of bearing a particul~r _ _r'isk i~. _ 
spread across all members _of society,. the _r_isk ,.cos:t. to _any _ _g~Yfill_ 

_p~~_§~~ -~s __ !}_e·g_t_~gibl_f?_!_ ,'-'_lh_i}_e _t~E:, _t;._ot;.~+, ex.J?ec_ted .r.E:it1rns remain - . 
undiminished. They then go .on to establish the optimality of such 

· ·-a--st-ate. .- sTnce risks are ncigligible .in .this state, resources will . 
be allocatea· tisihc~(.t):ie'~ri"sk-~"free·cffscount ·rate·:--:-But since this 

··1:sn' -c·-generaTly-ohserved· in -agric,ilture, they would infer that the 
observed state is inefficient.:· ll1. a distinct"ly di°fferent gpproach, 
Mossin shows that if all risks in society are pooled, risks .of 
inciividual ·ventures -·w-ill ·be· 'esse.id:fally: pooled away,~~~tne investment_ 

··(arid. evaluat16n) . ciiYeriori· '-~i11 · depart negligibly from .th-e ··r1sk-:(r--:--c~ 
·discount:~ --rate_, . and the ·rcsul ting state is optimai ~ 3 - Again-one is -
tempted to· ··-conclude that where· investmen·t behavior is obse,!:Ved to 
depart from.this ideal, the observed state is inefficient.· · · 

Now :i,.f one_ ,_accepts the proposition that a raarket characterized 
by risk-free investment criteria_ is optimai:, then it is tempting to 
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favor policies which draw behavior closer to this optimal state. 
Price s~bsidies ~c:>1; input~,_ o.r: b_c>Unties _fo.r __ o_~tpllt, would ge:r:ierally 
liave-·this·effcct. But there are two flaws_in_1;:.hi_s __ lo_gic,·_which 
-"fore prevTously- sugg_e_s-ted~ · In the first instc1:nce,_ ther._e __ ~.r:e _traps
~ actions·· ciJsts as-sociated with determining which prices to subsidize 
)md __ hO_yl_ IJ\"•lCh. ·- I 1 11 try ___ to- show. that these - may "he ·very "large. ---In--
the ~econd instance, there will also be many transacti~!)S __ 9~_sts _ 

__ affecting decisions under the existing. mti_rk~_t _in_s_tj,tutiq;ns. ___ _once 
thi:ise··-1::.raiisacl:J:ons-·costs··are recognized, the conclusions from the 
Arrow-Lind or Mossin theories no longer hold, and we cannot be·sure 
that movercent toward the norm of risk-free investment criteria will 
improve efficiency (even if there were no transactions costs 
associated with the policies themselves). _ · · 

TUrn now to the cost of determining an appropriate price 
policy. The amount of subsidy required to realize risk-neutral 
levels of resource allocation will vary from farmer to farmer, from 
commodity to commodity, and from input to input. Negative subsidies 
will be appropriate for some inputs such as insecticides. _Hence an 
across-the-board subsidy may even cause further divergences from 
the risk-neutral_ optima ~n the average.. But aside from this, we 

· must ask from what other uses the resources will be diverted in 
order to increase their a~location to a given commodity. If the 
alternative use· is· _also for_ risky production (as it must be), then 
some \o1elfare losses will occur because of further divergences of 
resource use from the risk-neutral level in the alternative. So 
these costs must be considered or else such subsidies should be 
applied to all production, not just corn, or not just agriculture. 
Then in order to be sure that the subsidies will increase welfare, 
we would have to insure that subsidies be in proportion to risks. 
To do this would require enormous costs for evaluating risks and 
for administering the subsidies. · 

So the wel°fare implications of' price policies are.·much more 
difficult to establish than it may at first seem. 

· Price stabilization policy·· has: the obvious appeal of 
eliminating-- a - s·ource 01:---a:-sk, which would seem to be a good thing. 
But the reduction in risk will be ill\lsory to the extent that prices 
and production fluctuations are in opposite.directions, as they 
usually are in agriculture, because gross income variability will 
be thereby increased. Another possible objection is the extent to 
which public storage schemes to stabilize prices would merely 
substitute for private storage activities, resulting in no gain. 
In any c~se, the incidence of welfare gains from stabilization is 
a time-honored topic in economics literature, and conclusions depend 
largely on the structure assumed (see Just for a recent review of 
and contribution to this literature). 

Insurcmce subsidies 

Insurn.nce is_ a mechanism through which risks may be~Ql_~d...__ 
If tr-ansactions costs associated with insurance_ ,-icre zero., ___ ins_urancc 

-would pr9vide a _m.cth_q_d _of_ e_liminating risks so as _to achie..v.c.._ the 
op-timal··resourc;:c _~~~oc:c:1ti_qp,s ___ _d_cscripe_d __ py_ the _Arrow-Line __ and_Mossi n 

, ··models.--- So· "it is not surprising to encounter arguments for sub-
-- sic:Hzation of insurance, since it is clea'r that this "ideal" of° 
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completely insured (or other wise pooled) risks is not realized in 
~0ricul tu.re.·. But for reasons by now familiar, this id~al is not 
relevant to a \vorlcl in which transactions costs do exist. Given 
that.there are transactions costs, acturial odds for the farmer 
must be less·than·perfect, and this itself would reduce participation 
But moral hazard and adverse selection are additional sources of 
concern about the optimality of private insurance markets • 

.Moral hazard in its broadest sense is the.shift in the dis
tribufio-n--oi--r~turn·s- .from·-a:-r1·-e-nterprise- "fh"aE-·is···causecCby· changed 
j.ric~!l.t!y_~-~-~ 1::~·-_:t-f.e_~!i_fi~~pe~~1:1r ~-,hez:i part _of the -risk_ Is -~!iai:e9-___ ~ 
thrm.;gh 1nsurt1nce •. For example, once a crop is insured, incentJ.ves 

. for ·crop-protection are reduced and the probability of crop losses 
increases. This phenomenon further reduces the actuarial odds of 
the insurance policy, and thus furthe~ reduces the extent of ~isk 
sharing. If there were no costs to: tvrlting. and enforcing contracts 
which· preserve incentives, the costs of mo.l=~l hazard could b~ . 
eliminated.. But since this is not_ possible.,. there seems _to b«? _no 
policy option with promise of regaining the· losses.1mposed by moral 
hazard. : · · · · · · 

1 - • -·: ·:.. • . • --· - • 

· The problem of adverse selection was·brought to our attention 
by Ackerlof. Assume that farmers of an area do not all face the 
same risks, due to differences in soils, investment in human or 
physic":11_ capital,· .et~. If an insurance pol-icy \-Jere offered to all 
farreers on the basis of the average actuarial risks,· the half of 
the farmers with lower risks ··would not choose to particip·ate, ,:1hile 
the half with the highest risks would {assume they tvere risk averse). 
'l'hrough such adverse _selection, the. riskiness of the· insured group 
woc.1ld be greater than for the entire population. If·the premium 
is raised accordingly, then addi ti_ onal adverse selection will take 
place, and it is not difficult to imagine that this ·iterative 
process would cause mar}-=.et breakdown due.to dwindling trading. 
This problem arises be·~c).USe of the. asymmetry in. information bet\·leen 
insurors and insurees. To the extent that insurers can economically 
obtain the ·.information.-·that the insuree_s- }lave {thro.ugh screening 
information o:e one type or anoth':r) 1 ·.the ~ar~et can fui:ction:~· ·_. 

One solution. to market. breakdmm due. to adverse· selection is 
to· require everyo:q~_- to participate, chargi~~- an average premium to 
all. · This policy lias low transact:i.on costs, but it wil~ · also be 
inefficient to the extent that. premiump do not reflect actuarial 
costs for non-average individuals. Furthermore, if private 
companies provide the insurance~ adverse selectiqn will still leave 
screened-9ut insurees without· a contract. Hence mandatory govern
ment insurance is suggested by_many. · But as Grossman and_Stigiitz 
note, it is most difficult tQ compare the.economic efficiency of 
two very impGrfect allocative approaches such as these. 

Credit subsidies 

Credit markets are plagued by the same transactions problem 
as insurance markets - trading ·costs,· ·adverse selection, and moral 
hazard. Most of the same difficulties attend the evaluation of 
public policy •. An aciditi~nal poliqy issue is how public funds for 
credit,· p?;esumabiy -lirni tccl, a.re -to be allocated among farmers. Any 
allocatlon process aimed at avoiding the problems of adverse 
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selection and moral hazard would seem to require undertaking the 
same kinds of transaction costs required under a market system, 
which would tend to negate the value of the policy. 

Land tenure policies 

Land tenure institutions involve complex contracts in which 
the two parties contribute not just land and labor, but also manage
ment, capital, information, and risk assumption. Chueng and Newbery 
have suggested that risk considerations arc important components of 
these contracts, though Reid dis put.es this. I believe we do not 
yet understand the role· of traditional tenure arrangements in sharing 
risks and reducing the kinds of transactions costs I have mentioned. 
Until we do, we cannot very adequately assess the implications of 
risk and risk aversion for land tenure policies. 

Research and Information Policies 

Information as a conmodity is ___ ~_e_f'tainl~,. relat_~<1-. to risk~_r 
with per:fect information· there ,-muld be no_risk. But the economic 
-a-rgumefics--for public research and information activities are not 
based on the riskiness of these activities (though risky they are). 

, Rather the arguments are based _on the public goods_ characteristics __ 
~ o-f "irifOi-mation-.:.- the· "marginal cost_s ___ 0J __ ~9clitional pers.9n_S_\l_SJ.JlS;;,;...r_a=---
'-b-it" of" in£orma-:i:ion-·iir-e···a:£gt1eci. --Eo be neg__ligible, and it is yery __ _ 
·expensive to exclude __ others from using_informatio:n once it is 
·,:,generated. While there are certainly some questions which can be 
raised about this justification, I will pass over them here. (The 
rates of return on public research activities LEckaus, Chapter g 
certainly don't indicate that we have over invested in this area.) 
Instead I'd like to briefly discuss some of the implications of risk 
and lea1~ning conduct for the ways in which these public activities 
are undertaken. 

Research 

I think that if we understood reasonably well the risks that 
farmers-face and- -TheTr···ave-rsion·-to -Tt~_-",e-,-ioulcCbe-dcve fopfn·g and 
·reconunending technologies- (for less developed agriculture, at least) 
with: a) lm·1er ·investment at risk than at present, and b) pro
ductivity which is less sensitive to changes in weather, location 
effects, managerial skills, and plagues. We have indeed seen some 
movement in these directions. But this trend could benefit froh1 
additional economic research of several types . .R._~.E__one thina~~
have little evidence regarding -~!}e dive~_9E:I.!~E:..2.~~ween the risk 
~i1iich"-fa"r1~icr~Jfe-~_c~};y_c, · _ _arid_ fr1os~ \·!lt.:i:~h-~~~ _might:. _p~_:t7<;;§?j.Ve based on -
-exp-c"rTmental trials. A farmer has additional sources of variability 
f"o- ·consic1e"r -compared to the researcher (\·leather I location, manage-
ment, and pests, again), and at the same time has less information 
about new technologies. tin_til we ~now mqre _ab9ut_-l:_he _ __p!;e>_ces_~_}?Y __ 
which farmers form ex.12ectatiorn:., we can't say \·J1wther farmers' 
behavi""or--\vill-be affected- more by proyiding _raore-·iilfo.r:mat£on or by 
·providing less sensitive technolog__ies.. I am· not aware of· any recent 
rcsearcn-cin· -tbTs· prOce~is: -------- --- -- •.-
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The contribution of economists to the study of yield 
variability and its sources is.critical because physical scientists 
are generally ill equipped to specify appropriate sampling proced
ures over space, across time, and across management skills. Neither 
arc they prepared to infer from these sample results the inherent 
risks faced by the farmer pcpulation of interest. Economic · ·, 
research can be useful here as ,-1~11 as in characteriziny nore fully 
farmer re~ction to risk. 

(
..--, P-roductio_n and dissemination of in~o~ma.tion _ 

)
' Information, whether about technology or about forthcoming 

. naturaraKama:cr.ct events, . rc.:._q_uq_i~s rI_sx;... Again, I \·Jill not argue 
-~ the· appropriater:css of the governmental role in production and -
D dissemination of this inforraation, from the point of view of economic 

efficiency. But the effectiveness of government activity could 
surely be improved if'°,e-b-ettei;- un_cierstoocf_the · process _py ,-1hich 
1:armers-seek information and- transform it into expec:t_a__t:t.~l}S __ ~po_u,-1::._ 
·the future. lihat sources or kinds of information weight most 
-heavily" -i"nto . the-·cxpe-ct:a~rons··prcic~~ss? .. Call- ;armers·:·: .. J::e·?rnirig_ and 
expectatioris- pr6cess--be--·adE:iquatei_y 9escriped __ b_y __ tl"!e l?~~~ian'.': · 
:Bernc>UlJ:i,ctl} mqdel_ (a·s·-1n-Chang or O I 11ara, for exampJ_e_} ?_\fu_~-::. __ i_s -
the role C?f learning by doing VCf'."5-U~ __ _;i..-ea~rning-~by -communication 
'(Grm,rsman, l"<ihTst)'.:"on--and-liffian)? _- These are questions worthy of · 
·research efforts·,-.becaus-:-e-the-·a:ri-si•1ers will have implications for 
the most cost-effective methods of generating and disseminating 
information. · · · 

We have· seen a nurnber of stu.dies (see Schultz) relating the 
general education level ·of farmers to their ability to acquire and 
process information.· The results ·seen to be positive, but are ·we 
measuring the contribution of education, or merely the -screening 
value of education for.identifying skills which already exist?_ 
vfuat other·· kinds of educational ·programs enhance ·these skills? 

----Such questions are being addressed by other economists, and such 
research would seem useful in developing agricultural areas, as ,vcll. 

Summary· 

Traditional welfare theory suggests tl1at ,-,here an economy is 
observed to depart from the perfectly compet1..tive norm, the result
ing resource allocatiori may not be efficient. But \·Je often tend 
to conclude more than is proven by the theory, ··namely that where 
the competitive norm is absent, ~ change in.market insti~utions 
will improve efficiency. Furthermore, once transactions costs arc 
introduced into the models, it is no longer clear how we can identify 
a competitive equilibrium or \vhether it is ef·ficicnt if we observe it. 
The implications of this for the relationship between risk and policy 
are that there is no _necessary rclationsl1ip. But I have accepted, 
rather uncritically, the proposition :that governi'.lent action in 
production and dissemination of ne\·l information is less susceptible 
to these objections I believe that cconoraic rcscurch_ can m~ke 
valuable contributions t_o the implementation of this type of· 
government action. Given the relatively lower level of information 
in general. and skills to process that information, in less develop
ed agriculturul areas, I would expect this rescc1.rch to be 
particularly valuable in these areas. 
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Notes 

1sy risk I·refer to a lack of perfect information about the 
outcome of decisions. I make no distinction here between risk and 
uncertainty. I assume throughout this paper that risk can be 
represented by a subjective frequency distribution of outcomes from 
a decision, that this distribution is determined by the amount of 
information available, and that any two persons-with the s~me 
information will perceive the same distribution_of outcomes. 

2By transactions costs, I refer to such as costs of trading, 
costs of generating and communicating information1 ·and costs of 
enforcing contractual rights or property rights. 

3 -: ... 
(Sec Fama and Miller, pp. 286-292 for this interpretation 

of the equilibrium market valuation formula (also kno~m as the 
capital asset pricing formula).) 

•· .. 

,-

•: 
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